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ABSTRACT 

 A vacuum cooling system and the parameters which affect on its performance 

were studied experimentally and theoretically. For the experimental study the rig was 

built up to studying the performance of cooling system in three cases. These cases 

are: Cooling water by vacuum only, cooling water in conventional method, and 

cooling water by vacuum with condensation. 

 The experimental results show that the addition of a condenser to the vacuum 

cooling system leads to sweep of largest amount of generated vapor, also the time 

consumed for the process was decreased. The times required for cooling 45 g from 

water from temperature 29oC to 10oC for the three test cases were 4375 second, 3535 

second and 263 second, respectively. Vacuum cooling with condenser is a fast 

cooling of three systems test, which is about (13.7 times) faster than the system of 

natural convection cooling. To work properly, the existence of condenser is very 

important in vacuum cooling. It normally removes the large amount of water vapor 

generation (about 94%). 

For the theoretical study, a computer program was built up by employing the 

governing equation to simulate the performance of the vacuum cooling system. The 

theoretical results indicate an acceptable agreement with the experimental results. 

Also, the results show that the decreasing of condenser temperature causes decreasing 

of cooling time according to the equation (t = 0.2031Tcd4 - 2.8958 Tcd3 + 16.406 

Tcd2 - 21.104 Tcd + 313.39), and increasing the evaporation surface area leads to 

decreasing of cooling time according to the equation (t=1/ (0.0006*Area+0.0005)), 

and the increasing of water mass causes in increasing of cooling time according to the 

equation (t=7.2667*mass+14). 

 

Keywords: Vacuum Pump; Condenser; Cooling Effect; Compared; Vacuum Cooling;   

                     Mass Transfer. 

  

التبريد بالتفريغ منظومةل ونظرية دراسة تجريبية  
 الخالصة

تمماجراءرراسر مملجة ونمملج لمءظمملجا تمريمملجرافرءظممدجامم افعءظمج اسر مملجراىرريممهجرا ممذهء جةومم جرارر مم    ج مم  ج

تماجتا نىم جيبفرءظم ج اتم جادسر ملجراررجيتمريملجرافرءظمدجام   ججالامءررجرافام سعجةونم جرادسر لجتاجتصمتن جاام  

ترءظمدجرا م رجا  مفبدرضجحنمرجام ساجيرا ءظ ملجج-ترءظمدجرا م رجا  مفبدرضجي مبلجتعءظممج  م جعج-ح التجيبفوعلج  م جر

 ترءظدجرا  رجا  فبدرضجي بلجتعءظمجي جيك ف ج-راف وندظل(ججج
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ونلجا نجرض  لجرا ك فجرا جيتمريلجرافرءظدجا افعءظمجظذايجرا ج حبجراك نلجرالكرءجترننجينجخ لجراتف ئججراى 

غءرضجينجرا  رجينجج45 يلجافرءظدج ينجرارب سجرا فرادجينجرا تفج,ج ظى هجةو جت ونهج فء جرافرءظد جراعفء جراريتنلجرا

,جريمم جه لنمل(ج3535 را  لنملجيجه لنممل(ج4375ك لمملجاوح املجرال ام جيجCo10رامم جاساملجحمءرس ججCo29اساملجحمءرس ج

(جيمء جيمنجرافرءظمدجا اح مه ج13.7 رافرءظمدجام افعءظمجيم جرا ك مفج مرجر مء جام جيه لنل(ج263راح الجرا  ا ملج ك لملجي

جينجرارب سجرا فرادجينجرا  ر ج%94ك اكج  نج اراجرا ك فجظى هجةو ج حبج

ى االتجراح ك لج  جة ونملجيح كم  جراررج  جرادسر لجراتمءظل,جتاجات رجاءل يججح  را جةنجطءظقجر فبدرضجرا 

يتمريلجرافرءظدجا افعءظم جراتف ئججراتمءظلجتماءجرتع قجي ررلجي جراتفنالجرافاءظرنل جك اكجانتف اتفم ئججراتمءظملجرظ م ج

t = 0.2031Tcd)4 -  2.8958رنجت ونمهجاساملجحمءرس جرا ك مفجتمذايجرام جت ونمهج فمء جرافرءظمدج ح مبجراى  مل

21.104 Tcd  (313.39+  - 2+ 16.406 Tcd 3Tcdج ظ ا جرا   حلجرا  حنلجتذايجرا جت ونهج فء جرافرءظمدج 

 ريم ج ظم ا جكفوملجرا تمفجج  لام تذايجرام ج ظم ا ج فمء جرافرءظمدجج(t=1/ (0.0006*Area+0.0005)) ح بجراى  مل

  (t=7.2667*mass+14) ح بجراى  ل

 

ج

LIST OF SYMBOLS 

Symbol Description Unit 

AS Gas–liquid interface area (surface) m2 

CP Specific heat capacity of cooled liquid kJ/kg.K 

hfg Latent heat of vaporization of water kJ/kg 

hm Mass transfer coefficient kg/Pa m2 s 

TC Critical temperature of water= 674 K 

V̇ Volumetric flow rate m3/s 

V  Volume m3 

Μ  Molecular weight kg/kmol 

m  Mass kg 

ṁ  Mass flow rate kg/s 

P Absolute pressure Pa 

P` Pressure after a time step of evacuation process Pa 

Q Heat removed (produce) kJ/kg 

R Universal gas constant = 8314 J/kmol.K 

t Time s 

T Temperature K 

Tt Triple point temperature of water= 273.16 K 

 
Symbol Meaning unit 

η
T

 temperature decrease per unit of percentage weight 

loss 

oC / 1% weight loss 

 Density kg/m3 

 Specific Volume m3/kg 

∆t Time step s 
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Symbol Description 

0 Initial 

A air 

a, o air out 

Atm Atmosphere 

Cd Condenser 

End End 

f fluid 

Fp flash point 

O Out 

P Product 

S Surface 

Sat Saturation 

V Vapor 

v, c vapor condensing 

v, i vapor generate 

v, o vapor out through pump 

Vc vacuum chamber (cooler) 

W Water 

𝑣𝑐𝑑 required condensation 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

acuum cooling is a method of precooling began on a commercial scale in 

Salinas, California in 1948.  

 The vacuum coolers are equipped with three main components: a 

vacuum chamber, a vacuum pump, and a refrigeration system with evaporative coils 

inside the vacuum chamber (used to condense the water vapor) Figure (1). The 

vacuum chamber must be constructed to withstand low pressures (high vacuum). The 

vacuum pump must evacuate the air from the chamber in a reasonable amount of 

time. To avoid water vapor entering the vacuum pump and because the volume of the 

vapor is large, the refrigeration system is used to condense most the generated 

vapor.[1] 

 

V 
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Figure (1) Schematic of a vacuum cooling system. 

 

Vacuum cooling which is very often used when a fast temperature decrease of 

products is required. Particularly food industry, pharmaceutical and other areas take 

advantage of a fast cooling process and uniform temperature distribution which 

reduces high temperature effects and minimizes the time during which can occur, for 

example, increased growth of  micro-organisms [2]. 

Vacuum cooling, like vapor-compression refrigeration, is based on liquid 

evaporation to produce a cooling effect. The difference between vacuum cooling and 

conventional refrigeration methods is that for the vacuum cooling the cooling effect is 

achieved by evaporating some water from a product directly, rather than by blowing 

cold air or other cold medium over the product. Speed and efficiency are two features 

of vacuum cooling, which are unsurpassed by any conventional cooling method, 

especially when cooling boxed or palletized products. [3]. 

Thompson ET. al. [4] evaluated the energy consumed of two commercial vacuum 

coolers. it found that the energy use can be reduced by reducing vacuum pump 

capacity after commodity begins cooling,operating cooler with maximum amount of 

commodity, and shutting off equipment between cooling cycles. The energy 

consumed of two vacuum cooler various components. 

Thompson and Chen [5] compared the energy efficiency of varies cooling 

systems type used. Energy efficiency is a ratio of sensible heat removed from the 

product to electrical energy consumed in operating the cooler. It found that the 

vacuum coolers are the most efficient, followed by hydro coolers, water spray 

vacuum coolers, and forced-air coolers. Energy coefficient was 1.8 for vacuum 

cooling, 1.4 for hydrocoo1ing, 1.1 for water, spray vacuum cooling, and 0.4 for 

forced-air cooling Figure (2). 
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Figure (2) Effect of temperature of vapor condenser on cooling  

rate during vacuum cooling.[5] 

 

Kenny and Sun [6] investigated vacuum cooling as a technique for rapid chilling 

of cooked meat joints. Vacuum cooling gave significant reduction in cooling time e.g. 

from core temperature 70ºC to 4ºC in 1.9h for 5 – 6 kg meat, compared to 11.7h for 

blast chilling and 14.3h for slow air chilling. However, vacuum cooling gave an 

increased weight loss of about 11% compared to about 4% for the other methods. 

Jin et. al. [7] analyzed experimentally the temperature of condenser below 0oC 

and the final pressure in the vacuum chamber below 0.61kPa during vacuum cooling. 

The temperature of condenser, -2oC, -35oC, -39oC and -71oC, and the final pressure in 

the vacuum chamber, 0.3kPa, 0.4kPa, 0.5kPa and 0.61kPa, were chosen. 

 The experimental results showed that the cooling rate varies with the temperature 

of condenser and the final pressure in the vacuum chamber as shown in Figure (2). 

Water vapor becomes the frost on the surface of condenser when the initial 

temperature of vapor-condenser is below 0oC, which is trap water vapor for 

condenser. They found that the cooling time for vacuum cooling can be reduced when 

the final pressure in the vacuum chamber varied from 0.4kPa to 0.61kPa. However, 

the surface temperature of cooked meat occurred freeze when the final pressure in the 

vacuum chamber was 0.3kPa. Therefore, in order to reduce the cooling time and 

avoid freezing, the temperature of condenser should be set around - 30oC~-40oC and 

the final pressure in the vacuum chamber can be defined at from 0.4kPa to 0.61kPa. 

 

MATHEMATICAL MODELING 

The vacuum chamber is the place where the product is kept during the cooling 

process. The volume of the chamber is determined by the requirement of the process. 

The vacuum pressure of the chamber is the most important factor since the cooling 

process is controlled by the corresponding boiling temperature of water. 
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The mass flow rate of air through the vacuum pump can be expressed as [8]: 

 

ṁa,o = V̇ ∗ ρ
a
                         … (1) 

 

Where the density of air in the chamber is given by [8] 

 

ρ
a
=

Pa∗Ma

R∗Tvc
                       … (2) 

 
The decrease rate of the air pressure in the chamber is calculated by [9] 

 
dPa

dt
= −

ṁa,o∗R∗Tvc

Ma∗Vvc
           … (3) 

 
In numerical presentation the air partial pressure after one time step of cooling is 

given by[9] 

 

Pa
′ = Pa +

dPa

dt
∗ ∆t                     …  (4) 

 

VAPOR GENERATION 

The vapor generation rate is different from one product to another. Normally, for 

a given product during the vacuum cooling, the rate of vapor generated is a function 

of the product temperature and the vacuum pressure, which is illustrated as: 

 

ṁv,i = f(Tf, Pvc)         …  (5) 

For water, Eq. (5) can be simply expressed as: [10] 

 

  ṁv,i =
dmP

dt
= hm ∗ As ∗ (Pf,sat − Pvc) …  (6) 

                        
Where [ℎ𝑚=8.4×10−7 (kg/Pa m2 s) for the boiling of pure water].  

The density of the vapor in the chamber can be calculated by [11] 

 

ρ
v
=

Pv∗Mw

R∗Tvc
                    … (7) 

 
And the mass flow rate of the vapor through the vacuum pump can be determined 

by[11] 

ṁv,o = V̇ ∗ ρ
v
             … (8) 

 

 HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER  

The heat removed from the product can be expressed as the mass of the water 

vaporized (mL) multiplied by the latent heat of vaporization [12] 

 

Q = mL ∗ hfg      … (9) 
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The heat removed, Qis also can be expressed as a function of the mass of the 

product to be cooled (mP), the product specific heat CP and the product temperature 

reduction (T1 – T2). The calculation of the heat removed takes the form of:[13] 

 

Q = mP ∗ CP ∗ (T1 − T2) ...  (10) 

                                                                 
Theoretically, the mass lost (mL) during vacuum cooling can be predicted by 

the knowing the mass of the product (mP), its specific heat (CP), the temperature 

change (∆T), and the latent heat of vaporization of water (hfg) as following Eq. [14] 

 

mL =
mP∗CP∗∆T

hfg
                      … (11) 

                                                                
The mass of evaporated vapor can be calculated from a mass balance of the 

condenser control volume [8] 

 

ṁcd =
dmcd

dt
= ṁL − V̇ ∗ ρ

V
 … (12) 

 

ASSUMPTIONS FOR SIMULATION PROGRAM 

Before building up the simulation program, a number of assumptions must be 

applied for simplification these assumptions are: 

1- No air leakage inside the vacuum chamberfrom the surrounding. 

2- The initial temperature of the product and the air chamber are equal. 

3- The initial total pressure in the vacuum chamber is equal to the atmospheric 

pressure. 

4- The system is adiabatic, that is no heat transfer between the inside and the outside 

of the system. 

5- No pressure drops in a chamber. 

 

COMPUTER SIMULATION APPROACH 

A computer program was built by using software MATLAB language to solve the 

equations mathematical model by an interactive procedure. The input data can be 

divided into two groups: first operating parameters such as temperature of the 

condenser, free volume in the chamber and vacuum pumping speed(chosen based on 

the analytical solution from other experiment); and second the initial temperature of 

the product, atmospherically pressure, time step; and the final temperature of the 

product. 

 

THE TEST RIG 
The rig consists of number of parts. The most important part in the system is the 

main chamber. It consists of two hemispherical, parts joinable and separated where 

the product (water vessel) can be placed and removed. The two chamber parts are 

joined with adhesive and gasket to prevent leakage of air. Figure (3) shows a picture 

of the main chamber. A vessel filled with water (product) is placed inside the main 

chamber. The thin channel is provided with two ports for accessing and exiting of 

cooling water.  
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Figure (3) Photographic picture for the main chamber. 

 

Figure (4) shows a schematic diagram of the main chamber and its accessories. 

The main chamber is attached to a cold water tank with immersion circulating pump. 

The main chamber is connected to a vacuum pump for creation vacuum inside it. 

Three thermocouples (type T) are used for measuring temperature. The first 

thermocouple is for measuring the temperature of the product (water to be cooled). 

The other two thermocouples are for measuring the inlet and outlet cold water 

temperatures passed through the thin channel (condenser). Pressure gauge is 

connecting to the suction pipe of the vacuum pump to measuring the vacuum 

pressure. The test rig equipment with attached measuring devices as shown in Figure 

(5).  

 

 
Figure (4) schematic giagram for the main chamber used in 

the second test rig. 
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Figure (5) diagram of the second rig vacuum cooler demonstration unit.1 water 

pump; 2 cold water ; 3 product vessel ; 4 vacuum chamber; 5 vacuum pump; 6 

thermometer; 7 pressure gauge. 

THE TEST EXPERIMENTS 
In the experiments test, the product was cooled in three ways. These methods are: 

1 - Vacuum cooling only. 

2 - Cooling the product through the cold water (1oC) passing through the thin channel 

in the main chamber without running the vacuum pump, and the pressure of chamber 

is at the atmospheric pressure. The wall acts as a cooler of the product by natural 

convective heat transfer. 

3 - Cooling by using both previous ways vacuum pump with vapor condensation on 

the cold wall of the main chamber. It means that the wall work as a condenser in a 

vacuum cooler.  

 

RESULTS& DISCUSSIONS  

Experiments were carried out to compare the times of three types of cooling. 

Figure (6) shows the cooling curves of the different cooling methods.It can be seen 

that the minimum time required to reach 10oC is achieved by using cooling and 

evacuation (case No.3) comparing then the rest, that’s because of vacuuming without 

cooling could maintain high specific volume of water vapor so it wasn’t overcame by 

vacuum pump only. 

The time of cooling product was 3535 second in the second case (free convection 

or refrigerator). In this case, the cooling rate depends only on the natural heat 

convection between the water surface and the cold wall of the chamber, But in the 
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third case (vacuum pump and condensation of vapor), the time of cooling product 

was very rapid (263 second), because large amount of vapor can be removed by 

condensation, this means no need to use large vacuum to sweep the water vapor from 

chamber. 

 

 
Figure (6) water temperature cooling time relation by three 

methods of cooling. 

 

When comparing the first case with the third case, it can be found that the 

condenser has the greatest impact in accelerating the cooling rate, according to the 

conclusion reached by researcher Thompson [5]   

Figure (7) presents the theoreticaltemperature – time dependence (a) and the rate 

of the percentage weight losses of water during vacuum cooling (b). It’s show the 

trend of the two relations. 

 

 
Figure (7) the predicted rate of the percentage weight losses during vacuum 

cooling. 
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      The effect of condenser temperature on the cooling rates was shown in Figure (8). 

It can be seen that the cooling rate of the product was increased by reducing the 

condenser temperature. The time of these processes was 306, 336, 383, 464 and 674 

second when the used temperature of condenser was 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9oC, 

respectivelytocool the same amount of product from 30oC to 10oC. 

 

  
Figure (8) effect of temperature of vapor condenser on cooling rate 

during vacuum cooling. 

 

The largest time of cooling process occurred when the condenser temperature 

was 9oC, because the amounts of mass transfer from the product depend on the 

pressure difference between the saturation pressure of water (product) and pressure at 

the condenser temperature.  

Figure (9) manifests the experimental and analytical relation between the times 

required for the vacuum pump operation and temperature of product. In general, the 

two curves reflect an acceptable matching with error about 10.7%. The difference 

between two curves might be occurred as a result of some assumptions, like no leak, 

no heat loss, and also may be due to some water spillage during boiling from the 

vessel (some of water drop leave the vessel) due to the flash evaporation of water. 

Thus, the mass of water was less than the initial mass, and the time of cooling in the 

experimental work was less than the time of computational program. 

 

 
Figure (9) the variation of the temperatures of product by simulation and 

experimental data. 
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The relation between the time of cooling and surface area of product has a reverse 

behavior, as shown in Figure (10). This Figure includes the equation which states 

that.   

Also the effect of mass of product on the cooling rates has been studied. The 

cooling rate of the product was increased with the reduction in mass of product. The 

time of these processes was 341, 668 and 995 seconds when the mass of product was 

45, 90 and 135 g, respectively at the same cooling condition from 30oC to 10oC. The 

minimum time of cooling occurred when mass of product was 135g. The relation 

(linear) between the cooling time and the mass of product is ejective, as shown in 

Figure (11). 

 

 
Figure (10) cooling time for various surface area of product during vacuum 

cooling. 

 

 
Figure (11) cooling time for various mass of product during vacuum. 

 

CONCLUDING  

The following points can be concluded from the present experimental and numerical 

work: 

1. Vacuum cooling with condenser is a fast cooling of three systems test, which 

is about (13.7 times) faster than the system of natural convection cooling. 

2. The existence of condenser is very important in vacuum cooling. It normally 

removes the large amount of water vapor generation. 
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3. The overall energy could be reduced by reducing vacuum pump capacity 

after commodity begins cooling 

4. Vacuum cooling system had not needed to circulate the cooling medium 

through the systems, such as fan or pump, therefore energy saving could be 

occurred. 

5. The condenser temperature affected significantly on the cooling time of 

product. 

6. The cooling rates increased with increasing the product surface area and 

decreased with increasing product mass and condensing temperature. 
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